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you are correct in thinking that rural properties have an advantage
over domestic premises because of available space particularly as it

applies to ground mounted solar pv opportunities, and it does factor in
suburbia, but not to the exclusion of normal domestic premises on the
standard aussie acre which is perfectly suited for fully functional and

autonomous off grid designs using pv mounting technology specifically
designed for small area domestic off grid solutions. i say is above
because i also designed it to withstand the inevitable bushfires. it
survived 2009 without a scorchmark although the bluestone-block

house over the road was turned to dust ~ as was every other building
in the district/townmostl of which were built by qualified tradies-sans-
brains. (ever seen a serious bushfire up close i fought my first major

one in 1962: experience/skills.) anyway, the house cost a total of about
$9500 in cash(including the initial solar set-up: a single 64-watt panel

(biggest then available), some ex-bulldozer batteries (1140 ah for free)
and 12-volt bits from the auto-wreckers. (also built ~ for free from
available bits ~ a hydraulic ram pump which back then retailed for

$3000..and a 92-amp battery-charger from a car-alternator.) . and the
3.5-acres in the forest, backing on to south creek, cost me $10k. (the

original owner paid 1 pound 3 shillings and ninepence for it at the
original government auction. (thats $2.35 to you) these days youd be
looking at maybe $5 mil. though the people to whom i sold it ( a huge

extended family of italians) have had the grid connected more
recently. this (background is getting too long. will address your

specifics on a new page. (assuming finn doesnt spit the dummy.again)
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you are correct in thinking that rural
properties have an advantage over

domestic premises because of available
space particularly as it applies to ground
mounted solar pv opportunities, and it
does factor in suburbia, but not to the

exclusion of normal domestic premises on
the standard aussie acre which is

perfectly suited for fully functional and
autonomous off grid designs using pv

mounting technology specifically designed
for small area domestic off grid solutions.
i say is above because i also designed it
to withstand the inevitable bushfires. it

survived 2009 without a scorchmark
although the bluestone-block house over

the road was turned to dust ~ as was
every other building in the

district/townmostl of which were built by
qualified tradies-sans-brains. (ever seen a
serious bushfire up close i fought my first

major one in 1962: experience/skills.)
anyway, the house cost a total of about
$9500 in cash(including the initial solar
set-up: a single 64-watt panel (biggest

then available), some ex-bulldozer
batteries (1140 ah for free) and 12-volt

bits from the auto-wreckers. (also built ~
for free from available bits ~ a hydraulic
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ram pump which back then retailed for
$3000..and a 92-amp battery-charger

from a car-alternator.) . and the 3.5-acres
in the forest, backing on to south creek,
cost me $10k. (the original owner paid 1
pound 3 shillings and ninepence for it at
the original government auction. (thats

$2.35 to you) these days youd be looking
at maybe $5 mil. though the people to

whom i sold it ( a huge extended family of
italians) have had the grid connected

more recently. this (background is getting
too long. will address your specifics on a
new page. (assuming finn doesnt spit the

dummy.again) 5ec8ef588b
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